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Topic models are evaluated based on their abil-
ity to describe documents well (i.e. low per-
plexity) and to produce topics that carry coher-
ent semantic meaning. In topic modeling so
far, perplexity is a direct optimization target.
However, topic coherence, owing to its chal-
lenging computation, is not optimized for and
is only evaluated after training. In this work,
under a neural variational inference frame-
work, we propose methods to incorporate a
topic coherence objective into the training pro-
cess. We demonstrate that such a coherence-
aware topic model exhibits a similar level of
perplexity as baseline models but achieves sub-
stantially higher topic coherence.
1 Introduction
In the setting of a topic model (Blei, 2012), per-
plexity measures the model’s capability to describe
documents according to a generative process based
on the learned set of topics. In addition to de-
scribing documents well (i.e. achieving low per-
plexity), it is desirable to have topics (represented
by top-N most probable words) that are human-
interpretable. Topic interpretability or coherence
can be measured by normalized point-wise mutual
information (NPMI) (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013;
Lau et al., 2014). The calculation of NPMI however
is based on look-up operations in a large reference
corpus and therefore is non-differentiable and com-
putationally intensive. Likely due to these reasons,
topic models so far have been solely optimizing
for perplexity, and topic coherence is only evalu-
ated after training. As has been noted in several
publications (Chang et al., 2009), optimization for
perplexity alone tends to negatively impact topic
coherence. Thus, without introducing topic coher-
ence as a training objective, topic modeling likely
produces sub-optimal results.
Compared to classical methods, such as mean-
field approximation (Hoffman et al., 2010) and
collapsed Gibbs sampling (Griffiths and Steyvers,
2004) for the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
(Blei et al., 2003) model, neural variational infer-
ence (Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al.,
2014) offers a flexible framework to accommodate
more expressive topic models. We build upon the
line of work on topic modeling using neural varia-
tional inference (Miao et al., 2016, 2017; Srivastava
and Sutton, 2017) and incorporate topic coherence
awareness into topic modeling.
Our approaches of constructing topic coherence
training objective leverage pre-trained word em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014; Salle et al., 2016; Joulin et al., 2016). The
main motivation is that word embeddings carry
contextual similarity information that is highly re-
lated to the mutual information terms involved in
the calculation of NPMI. In this paper, we explore
two methods: (1) we explicitly construct a differ-
entiable surrogate topic coherence regularization
term; (2) we use word embedding matrix as a factor-
ization constraint on the topical word distribution
matrix that implicitly encourages topic coherence.
2 Models
2.1 Baseline: Neural Topic Model (NTM)
The model architecture shown in Figure 1 is a vari-
ant of the Neural Variational Document Model
(NVDM) (Miao et al., 2016). Let x ∈ R|V |×1
be the bag-of-words (BOW) representation of a
document, where |V | is the size of the vocabu-
lary and let z ∈ RK×1 be the latent topic variable,
where K is the number of topics. In the encoder
qφ(z|x), we have pi = fMLP (x), µ(x) = l1(pi),
log σ(x) = l2(pi), h(x, ) = µ + σ  , where
 ∼ N (0, I), and finally z = f(h) = ReLU(h).
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log  (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="3OvljUvE4Rc/xCbtOH k8Cv2OTAc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMHaxqJDKUiUIiY6VWBiLRB9SE1WO46RWHTuyHUQVdWDh V1gYQIiVj2Djb3DaDNByJMtH59yre+8JUkaVdpxva219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j457SmQSky4WTMhBgBR hlJOuppqRQSoJSgJG+sHkuvD790QqKvidnqbET1DMaUQx0kYa2TWPiRh6isYJaniBYKGaJubLH2bnI7v uNJ054CpxS1IHJToj+8sLBc4SwjVmSKmh66Taz5HUFDMyq3qZIinCExSToaEcJUT5+fyIGTwzSggjIc 3jGs7V3x05SlSxm6lMkB6rZa8Q//OGmY5afk55mmnC8WJQlDGoBSwSgSGVBGs2NQRhSc2uEI+RRFib3K omBHf55FXSu2i6TtO9vay3W2UcFVADp6ABXHAF2uAGdEAXYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fpYlK5ZZc8J+APr8 wfW8pgu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3OvljUvE4Rc/xCbtOH k8Cv2OTAc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMHaxqJDKUiUIiY6VWBiLRB9SE1WO46RWHTuyHUQVdWDh V1gYQIiVj2Djb3DaDNByJMtH59yre+8JUkaVdpxva219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j457SmQSky4WTMhBgBR hlJOuppqRQSoJSgJG+sHkuvD790QqKvidnqbET1DMaUQx0kYa2TWPiRh6isYJaniBYKGaJubLH2bnI7v uNJ054CpxS1IHJToj+8sLBc4SwjVmSKmh66Taz5HUFDMyq3qZIinCExSToaEcJUT5+fyIGTwzSggjIc 3jGs7V3x05SlSxm6lMkB6rZa8Q//OGmY5afk55mmnC8WJQlDGoBSwSgSGVBGs2NQRhSc2uEI+RRFib3K omBHf55FXSu2i6TtO9vay3W2UcFVADp6ABXHAF2uAGdEAXYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fpYlK5ZZc8J+APr8 wfW8pgu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3OvljUvE4Rc/xCbtOH k8Cv2OTAc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMHaxqJDKUiUIiY6VWBiLRB9SE1WO46RWHTuyHUQVdWDh V1gYQIiVj2Djb3DaDNByJMtH59yre+8JUkaVdpxva219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j457SmQSky4WTMhBgBR hlJOuppqRQSoJSgJG+sHkuvD790QqKvidnqbET1DMaUQx0kYa2TWPiRh6isYJaniBYKGaJubLH2bnI7v uNJ054CpxS1IHJToj+8sLBc4SwjVmSKmh66Taz5HUFDMyq3qZIinCExSToaEcJUT5+fyIGTwzSggjIc 3jGs7V3x05SlSxm6lMkB6rZa8Q//OGmY5afk55mmnC8WJQlDGoBSwSgSGVBGs2NQRhSc2uEI+RRFib3K omBHf55FXSu2i6TtO9vay3W2UcFVADp6ABXHAF2uAGdEAXYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fpYlK5ZZc8J+APr8 wfW8pgu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3OvljUvE4Rc/xCbtOH k8Cv2OTAc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMHaxqJDKUiUIiY6VWBiLRB9SE1WO46RWHTuyHUQVdWDh V1gYQIiVj2Djb3DaDNByJMtH59yre+8JUkaVdpxva219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j457SmQSky4WTMhBgBR hlJOuppqRQSoJSgJG+sHkuvD790QqKvidnqbET1DMaUQx0kYa2TWPiRh6isYJaniBYKGaJubLH2bnI7v uNJ054CpxS1IHJToj+8sLBc4SwjVmSKmh66Taz5HUFDMyq3qZIinCExSToaEcJUT5+fyIGTwzSggjIc 3jGs7V3x05SlSxm6lMkB6rZa8Q//OGmY5afk55mmnC8WJQlDGoBSwSgSGVBGs2NQRhSc2uEI+RRFib3K omBHf55FXSu2i6TtO9vay3W2UcFVADp6ABXHAF2uAGdEAXYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fpYlK5ZZc8J+APr8 wfW8pgu</latexit>
fMLP
<latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit>
fMLP
<latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="NHguYJAmhhAh8mNsjCzuxYbGyBA=">AAAB7nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4UKtgP aEPZbCft0s0m7G6EEvojvHhQxKu/x5v/xm2bg7Y+ GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn 4pK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaCyc3 c7zyh0jyWj2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYqRMOsvu75mxQrrh VdwGyTrycVCBHc1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDK cCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHdGLqwyJGGsbE lDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQnrfsZlkh qUbLkoTAUxMZn/ToZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxCZ VsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF1p1PM4inAG53AJHtSgAb fQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDF qqPXA==</latexit>
✏ ⇠ N (0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="M9OPDY9KwPr9Nfe2cn +vi4AXMvE=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahgpREBLssuNGNVLAPaEKZTKft0HmEmYlQQpdu /BU3LhRx6ye482+ctFlo9cCFwzn3cu89UcyoNp735RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dd3evpWWiMGliyaTqREg TRgVpGmoY6cSKIB4x0o7Gl5nfvidKUynuzCQmIUdDQQcUI2OlnnsYkFhTJgUMNOUw4MiMMGLpzbTincL rk55b9qreDPAv8XNSBjkaPfcz6EuccCIMZkjrru/FJkyRMhQzMi0FiSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEh+nskSk8tk ofDqSyJQycqT8nUsS1nvDIdmaH6kUvE//zuokZ1MKUijgxROD5okHCoJEwSwX2qSLYsIklCCtqb4V4hB TCxmZXsiH4iy//Ja2zqu9V/dvzcr2Wx1EEB+AIVIAPLkAdXIEGaAIMHsATeAGvzqPz7Lw57/PWgpPP7 INfcD6+AQ2YmKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9OPDY9KwPr9Nfe2cn +vi4AXMvE=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahgpREBLssuNGNVLAPaEKZTKft0HmEmYlQQpdu /BU3LhRx6ye482+ctFlo9cCFwzn3cu89UcyoNp735RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dd3evpWWiMGliyaTqREg TRgVpGmoY6cSKIB4x0o7Gl5nfvidKUynuzCQmIUdDQQcUI2OlnnsYkFhTJgUMNOUw4MiMMGLpzbTincL rk55b9qreDPAv8XNSBjkaPfcz6EuccCIMZkjrru/FJkyRMhQzMi0FiSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEh+nskSk8tk ofDqSyJQycqT8nUsS1nvDIdmaH6kUvE//zuokZ1MKUijgxROD5okHCoJEwSwX2qSLYsIklCCtqb4V4hB TCxmZXsiH4iy//Ja2zqu9V/dvzcr2Wx1EEB+AIVIAPLkAdXIEGaAIMHsATeAGvzqPz7Lw57/PWgpPP7 INfcD6+AQ2YmKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9OPDY9KwPr9Nfe2cn +vi4AXMvE=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahgpREBLssuNGNVLAPaEKZTKft0HmEmYlQQpdu /BU3LhRx6ye482+ctFlo9cCFwzn3cu89UcyoNp735RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dd3evpWWiMGliyaTqREg TRgVpGmoY6cSKIB4x0o7Gl5nfvidKUynuzCQmIUdDQQcUI2OlnnsYkFhTJgUMNOUw4MiMMGLpzbTincL rk55b9qreDPAv8XNSBjkaPfcz6EuccCIMZkjrru/FJkyRMhQzMi0FiSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEh+nskSk8tk ofDqSyJQycqT8nUsS1nvDIdmaH6kUvE//zuokZ1MKUijgxROD5okHCoJEwSwX2qSLYsIklCCtqb4V4hB TCxmZXsiH4iy//Ja2zqu9V/dvzcr2Wx1EEB+AIVIAPLkAdXIEGaAIMHsATeAGvzqPz7Lw57/PWgpPP7 INfcD6+AQ2YmKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M9OPDY9KwPr9Nfe2cn +vi4AXMvE=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahgpREBLssuNGNVLAPaEKZTKft0HmEmYlQQpdu /BU3LhRx6ye482+ctFlo9cCFwzn3cu89UcyoNp735RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dd3evpWWiMGliyaTqREg TRgVpGmoY6cSKIB4x0o7Gl5nfvidKUynuzCQmIUdDQQcUI2OlnnsYkFhTJgUMNOUw4MiMMGLpzbTincL rk55b9qreDPAv8XNSBjkaPfcz6EuccCIMZkjrru/FJkyRMhQzMi0FiSYxwmM0JF1LBeJEh+nskSk8tk ofDqSyJQycqT8nUsS1nvDIdmaH6kUvE//zuokZ1MKUijgxROD5okHCoJEwSwX2qSLYsIklCCtqb4V4hB TCxmZXsiH4iy//Ja2zqu9V/dvzcr2Wx1EEB+AIVIAPLkAdXIEGaAIMHsATeAGvzqPz7Lw57/PWgpPP7 INfcD6+AQ2YmKQ=</latexit>
q (z|x)
<latexit sha1_base64="TP0wCA7TvMnNTjjrjd gXJOfjhew=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoCCURwS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTOTMQa+hFu /BU3LhRx68Kdf+OkzaK2XhjmcM493HuPnzAqlWX9GKWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyDgVmLRxzGLR85E kjHLSVlQx0ksEQZHPSNcfXeV6954ISWN+q8YJcSM04DSkGClNeebZneckQ1pz/JgFchzpL3ucQEd7FJw nHyannlm16ta04DKwC1AFRbU889sJYpxGhCvMkJR920qUmyGhKGZkUnFSSRKER2hA+hpyFBHpZtOjJv BEMwEMY6EfV3DKzjsyFMl8N90ZITWUi1pO/qf1UxU23IzyJFWE49mgMGVQxTBPCAZUEKzYWAOEBdW7Qj xEAmGlc6zoEOzFk5dB57xuW3X75qLabBRxlMEROAY1YINL0ATXoAXaAIMn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrLVkF J5D8KeMr18c/59y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TP0wCA7TvMnNTjjrjd gXJOfjhew=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoCCURwS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTOTMQa+hFu /BU3LhRx68Kdf+OkzaK2XhjmcM493HuPnzAqlWX9GKWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyDgVmLRxzGLR85E kjHLSVlQx0ksEQZHPSNcfXeV6954ISWN+q8YJcSM04DSkGClNeebZneckQ1pz/JgFchzpL3ucQEd7FJw nHyannlm16ta04DKwC1AFRbU889sJYpxGhCvMkJR920qUmyGhKGZkUnFSSRKER2hA+hpyFBHpZtOjJv BEMwEMY6EfV3DKzjsyFMl8N90ZITWUi1pO/qf1UxU23IzyJFWE49mgMGVQxTBPCAZUEKzYWAOEBdW7Qj xEAmGlc6zoEOzFk5dB57xuW3X75qLabBRxlMEROAY1YINL0ATXoAXaAIMn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrLVkF J5D8KeMr18c/59y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TP0wCA7TvMnNTjjrjd gXJOfjhew=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoCCURwS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTOTMQa+hFu /BU3LhRx68Kdf+OkzaK2XhjmcM493HuPnzAqlWX9GKWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyDgVmLRxzGLR85E kjHLSVlQx0ksEQZHPSNcfXeV6954ISWN+q8YJcSM04DSkGClNeebZneckQ1pz/JgFchzpL3ucQEd7FJw nHyannlm16ta04DKwC1AFRbU889sJYpxGhCvMkJR920qUmyGhKGZkUnFSSRKER2hA+hpyFBHpZtOjJv BEMwEMY6EfV3DKzjsyFMl8N90ZITWUi1pO/qf1UxU23IzyJFWE49mgMGVQxTBPCAZUEKzYWAOEBdW7Qj xEAmGlc6zoEOzFk5dB57xuW3X75qLabBRxlMEROAY1YINL0ATXoAXaAIMn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrLVkF J5D8KeMr18c/59y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TP0wCA7TvMnNTjjrjd gXJOfjhew=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoCCURwS4LblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTOTMQa+hFu /BU3LhRx68Kdf+OkzaK2XhjmcM493HuPnzAqlWX9GKWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyDgVmLRxzGLR85E kjHLSVlQx0ksEQZHPSNcfXeV6954ISWN+q8YJcSM04DSkGClNeebZneckQ1pz/JgFchzpL3ucQEd7FJw nHyannlm16ta04DKwC1AFRbU889sJYpxGhCvMkJR920qUmyGhKGZkUnFSSRKER2hA+hpyFBHpZtOjJv BEMwEMY6EfV3DKzjsyFMl8N90ZITWUi1pO/qf1UxU23IzyJFWE49mgMGVQxTBPCAZUEKzYWAOEBdW7Qj xEAmGlc6zoEOzFk5dB57xuW3X75qLabBRxlMEROAY1YINL0ATXoAXaAIMn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrLVkF J5D8KeMr18c/59y</latexit>
p✓(x|z)
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Figure 1: Model architecture
with bias. We choose the multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) in the encoder to have two hidden layers
with 3 ×K and 2 ×K hidden units respectively,
and we use the sigmoid activation function. The de-
coder network pθ(x|z) first maps z to the predicted
probability of each of the word in the vocabulary
y ∈ R|V |×1 through y = softmax(Wz+ b), where
W ∈ R|V |×K . The log-likelihood of the document
can be written as log pθ(x|z) =
∑|V |
i=1{x log y}.
We name this model Neural Topic Model (NTM)
and use it as our baseline. We use the same encoder
MLP configuration for our NVDM implementation
and all variants of NTM models used in Section 3.
In NTM, the objective function to maximize is the









where zi,l = ReLU(h(xi, l)), l ∼ N (0, I).
We approximateEz∼q(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]with Monte
Carlo integration and calculate the Kullback-
Liebler (KL) divergence analytically using the fact
DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) = DKL(qφ(h|x)||pθ(h))
due to the invariance of KL divergence under deter-
ministic mapping between h and z.
Compared to NTM, NVDM uses different ac-
tivation functions and has z = h. Miao (2017)
proposed a modification to NVDM called Gaus-
sian Softmax Model (GSM) corresponding to hav-
ing z = softmax(h). Srivastava (2017) proposed
a model called ProdLDA, which uses a Dirichlet
prior instead of Gaussian prior for the latent vari-
able h. Given a learned W , the practice to extract
top-N most probable words for each topic is to
take the most positive entries in each column of
W (Miao et al., 2016, 2017; Srivastava and Sutton,
2017). This is an intuitive choice, provided that z
is non-negative, which is indeed the case for NTM,
GSM and ProdLDA. NVDM, GSM, and ProdLDA
are state-of-the-art neural topic models which we
will use for comparison in Section 3.
2.2 Topic Coherence Regularization: NTM-R
The topic coherence metric NPMI (Aletras and












− logP (wi, wj)
where w is the list of top-N words for a topic.
N is usually set to 10. For a model generating
K topics, the overall NPMI score is an average
over all topics. The computational overhead and
non-differentiability originate from extracting the
co-occurrence frequency from a large corpus1.
From the NPMI formula, it is clear that word-
pairs that co-occur often would score high, unless
they are rare word-pairs – which would be normal-
ized out by the denominator. The NPMI scoring
bears remarkable resemblance to the contextual
similarity produced by the inner product of word
embedding vectors. Along this line of reasoning,
we construct a differentiable, computation-efficient
word embedding based topic coherence (WETC).
Let E be the row-normalized word embedding
matrix for a list of N words, such that E ∈ RN×D
and ‖Ei,:‖ = 1, where D is the dimension of the
embedding space. We can define pair-wise word













where 〈·, ·〉 denotes inner product. Alternatively,







where vector t ∈ R1×D is the centroid of E, nor-
malized to have ‖t‖ = 1. Empirically, we found
1A typical calculation of NPMI over 50 topics based on
the Wikipedia corpus takes∼20 minutes, using code provided
by (Lau et al., 2014) at https://github.com/jhlau/
topic_interpretability.
that the two WETC formulations behave very sim-
ilarly. In addition, both WETCPW and WETCC
correlate to human judgement almost equally well
as NPMI when using GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) vectors2.
With the above observations, we propose the
following procedure to construct a WETC-based
surrogate topic coherence regularization term: (1)
let E ∈ R|V |×D be the pre-trained word embed-
ding matrix for the vocabulary, rows aligned with
W ; (2) form the W -weighted centroid (topic) vec-
tors T ∈ RD×K by T = ETW ; (3) calculate
the cosine similarity matrix S ∈ R|V |×K between
word vectors and topic vectors by S = ET ; (4)
calculate the W -weighted sum of word-to-topic
cosine similarities for each topic C ∈ R1×K as
C =
∑
i(S W )i,:. Compared to WETCC , in
calculating C we do not perform top-N operation
inW , but directly useW for weighted sum. Specif-
ically, we use W -weighted topic vector construc-
tion in Step-2 and W -weighted sum of the cosine
similarities between word vectors and topic vectors
in Step-4. To avoid unbounded optimization, we
normalize the rows of E and the columns of W be-
fore Step-2, and normalize the columns of T after
Step-2. The overall maximization objective func-
tion becomes LR(x; θ, φ) = LELBO + λ
∑
iCi,
where λ is a hyper-parameter with positive values
controlling the strength of topic coherence regular-
ization. We name this model NTM-R.
2.3 Word Embedding as a Factorization
Constraint: NTM-F and NTM-FR
Instead of allowing all the elements in W to be
freely optimized, we can impose a factorization
constraint of W = ETˆ , where E is the pre-trained
word embedding matrix that is fixed, and only Tˆ
is allowed to be learned through training. Under
this configuration, Tˆ lives in the embedding space,
and each entry in W is the dot product similarity
between a topic vector Tˆi and a word vectorEj . As
one can imagine, similar words would have similar
vector representations in E and would have similar
weights in each column of W . Therefore the fac-
torization constraint encourages words with similar
meaning to be selected or de-selected together thus
potentially improving topic coherence.
We name the NTM model with factorization con-
straint enabled as NTM-F. In addition, we can apply
2See Appendix A for details on an empirical study of
human judgement of topic coherence, NPMI and WETC with
various types of word embeddings.
Metric Perplexity NPMI
Number of topics 50 200 50 200
LDA
LDA, mean-field 1046 1195 0.11 0.06
LDA, collapsed Gibbs 728 688 0.17 0.14
Neural Models
NVDM 750 743 0.14 0.13
GSM 787 829 0.22 0.19
ProdLDA 1172 1168 0.28 0.24
NTM 780 768 0.18 0.18
NTM-R 775 763 0.28 0.23
NTM-F 898 1086 0.29 0.24
NTM-FR 924 1225 0.27 0.26
Table 1: Comparison to LDA and neural variational
models on the 20NewsGroup dataset. Best numbers
are bolded. The blue underlined row highlights the
best NPMI and perplexity tradeoff as discussed in
text.
the regularization discussed in the previous section
on the resulting matrix W and we name the result-
ing model NTM-FR.
3 Experiments and Discussions
3.1 Results on 20NewsGroup
First, we compare the proposed models to state-
of-the-art neural variational inference based topic
models in the literature (NVDM, GSM, and
ProdLDA) as well as LDA benchmarks, on the
20NewsGroup dataset3. In training NVDM and
all NTM models, we used Adadelta optimizer
(Zeiler, 2012). We set the learning rate to 0.01 and
train with a batch size of 256. For NTM-R, NTM-
F and NTM-FR, the word embedding we used
is GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) vectors pre-
trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword with 400,000
vocabulary size and 50 embedding dimensions4.
The topic coherence regularization coefficient λ is
set to 50. The results are presented in Table 1.
Overall we can see that LDA trained with col-
lapsed Gibbs sampling achieves the best perplexity,
while NTM-F and NTM-FR models achieve the
best topic coherence (in NPMI). Clearly, there is a
trade-off between perplexity and NPMI as identi-
fied by other papers. So we constructed Figure 2,
which shows the two metrics from various models.
For the models we implemented, we additionally
3We use the exact dataset from (Srivastava and Sutton,
2017) to avoid subtle differences in pre-processing
4Obtained from https://nlp.stanford.edu/
projects/glove/
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Figure 2: NPMI vs. perplexity for various models at 50 topics. For NVDM and NTM models the traces
correspond to the evolution over training epochs. High transparency is the beginning of the training.
show the full evolution of these two metrics over
training epochs.
From Figure 2, it becomes clear that although
ProdLDA exhibits good performance on NPMI,
it is achieved at a steep cost of perplexity, while
NTM-R achieves similar or better NPMI at much
lower perplexity levels. At the other end of the
spectrum, if we look for low perplexity, the best
numbers among neural variational models are be-
tween 750 and 800. In this neighborhood, NTM-R
substantially outperforms the GSM, NVDM and
NTM baseline models. Therefore, we consider
NTM-R the best model overall. Different down-
stream applications may require different tradeoff
points between NPMI and perplexity. However, the
proposed NTM-R model does appear to provide
tradeoff points on a Pareto front compared to other
models across most of the range of perplexity.
3.2 Comments on NTM-F and NTM-FR
It is worth noting that although NTM-F and NTM-
FR exhibit high NPMI early on, they fail to main-
tain it during the training process. In addition, both
models converged to fairly high perplexity levels.
Our hypothesis is that this is caused by NTM-F and
NTM-FR’s substantially reduced parameter space -
from |V | ×K to D ×K, where |V | ranges from
1,000 to 150,000 in a typical dataset, while D is on
the order of 100.
Some form of relaxation could alleviate this
problem. For example, we can let W = ETˆ +A,
where A is of size |V | × K but is heavily regu-
larized, or let W = EQTˆ where Q is allowed as
additional free parameters. We leave fully address-
ing this to future work.
3.3 Validation on other Datasets
To further validate the performance improvement
from using WETC-based regularization in NTM-R,
we compare NTM-R with the NTM baseline model
on a few more datasets: DailyKOS, NIPS, and
NYTimes5 (Asuncion and Newman, 2007). These
datasets offer a wide range of document length
(ranging from ∼100 to ∼1000 words), vocabulary
size (ranging from ∼7,000 to ∼140,000), and type
of documents (from news articles to long-form sci-
entific writing). In this set of experiments, we used
the same settings and hyperparameter λ as before
and did not fine-tune for each dataset. The results
are presented in Figure 3. In a similar style as Fig-
ure 2, we show the evolution of NPMI and WETC
versus perplexity over epochs until convergence.
Among all datasets, we observed improved
NPMI at the same perplexity level, validating the
effectiveness of the topic coherence regularization.
However, on the NYTimes dataset, the improve-
ment is quite marginal even though WETC im-
provements are very noticeable. One particularity
about the NYTimes dataset is that approximately
58,000 words in the 140,000-word vocabulary are
named entities. It appears that the large number
of named entities resulted in a divergence between
NPMI and WETC scoring, which is an issue to
address in the future.
5https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Bag+of+Words















































































Figure 3: Performance comparison between NTM-R and NTM on multiple datasets, with 50 topics. Top
row is NPMI versus perplexity, bottom row is WETCC versus perplexity. From left to right: DailyKOS,
NIPS, and NYTimes. See text for details about the datasets.
4 Conclusions
In this work, we proposed regularization and factor-
ization constraints based approaches to incorporate
awareness of topic coherence into the formulation
of topic models: NTM-R and NTM-F respectively.
We observed that NTM-R substantially improves
topic coherence with minimal sacrifice in perplex-
ity. To our best knowledge, NTM-R is the first topic
model that is trained with an objective towards
topic coherence – a feature directly contributing to
its superior performance. We further showed that
the proposed WETC-based regularization method
is applicable to a wide range of text datasets.
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A Word Embedding Topic Coherence
As studied in (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013) and
(Lau et al., 2014), the NPMI metric for assessing













− logP (wi, wj)
(1)
where P (wi) and P (wi, wj) are the probability of
words and word pairs, calculated based on a refer-
ence corpus. N is usually set to 10, by convention,
so that NPMI is evaluated over the topic-10 words
for each topic. For a model generating K topics,
the overall NPMI score is an average over all the
topics. The computational overhead comes from ex-
tracting the relevant co-occurrence frequency from
a large corpus. This problem is exacerbated when
the look-up also requires a small sliding window as
the authors of (Lau et al., 2014) suggested. A typi-
cal calculation of 50 topics based on a few million
documents from the Wikipedia corpus takes ∼20
minutes6.
6Using code provided by (Lau et al., 2014) at https://
github.com/jhlau/topic_interpretability.
Running parallel processes on 8 Intel Xeon E5-2686 CPUs.
For a list of words w of length N , we can as-
semble a corresponding word embedding matrix
E ∈ RN×D with each row corresponding to a word
in the list. D is the dimension of the embedding
space. Averaging across the rows, we can obtain
vector t ∈ R1×D as the centroid of all the word
vectors. It may be regarded as a "topic" vector. In
addition, we assume that each row of E and t is
normalized, i.e. ‖t‖ = 1 and ‖Ei,:‖ = 1. With
these, we define pair-wise and centroid word em-



















where 〈·, ·〉 denotes inner product. The simplifica-
tion in Eq. 2 is due to the row normalization of
E.
In this setting, we have the flexibility to use any
pre-trained word embeddings to constructE. To ex-
periment, we compared several recently developed
variants 7. The dataset from (Aletras and Steven-
son, 2013) provides human ratings for 300 topics
coming from 3 corpora: 20NewsGroup (20NG),
New York Times (NYT) and genomics scientific ar-
ticles (Genomics), which we use as the human gold
standard. We use Pearson and Spearman correla-
tions to compare NPMI and WETC scores against
human ratings. The results are shown in Table 2.
7Details of pre-trained word embeddings used in Table 2
• Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013): pre-trained on
GoogleNews, with 3 million vocabulary size and 300
embedding dimension. Obtained from https://
code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.
• GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014): pre-trained on
Wikipedia and Gigaword, with 400,000 vocabu-
lary size and 50 and 300 embedding dimension.
Obtained from https://nlp.stanford.edu/
projects/glove/.
• FastText (Joulin et al., 2016): pre-trained on
Wikipedia with 2.5 million vocabulary size and 300
embedding dimension. Obtained from https://
github.com/facebookresearch/fastText.
• LexVec (Salle et al., 2016): pre-trained on Wikipedia
with 370,000 vocabulary size and 300 embedding di-
mension. Obtained from https://github.com/
alexandres/lexvec.
Dataset 20NG NYT Genomics
Correlation P S P S P S
NPMI 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.71 0.62 0.65
GloVe-50d
WETCPW 0.82 0.77 0.73 0.71 0.65 0.65
WETCC 0.81 0.77 0.73 0.71 0.65 0.65
GloVe-300d
WETCPW 0.77 0.75 0.78 0.76 0.68 0.70
WETCC 0.80 0.75 0.78 0.76 0.68 0.70
Word2Vec
WETCPW 0.29 0.23 0.53 0.59 0.56 0.55
WETCC 0.31 0.23 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.55
FastText
WETCPW 0.40 0.61 0.63 0.67 0.62 0.62
WETCC 0.48 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.63 0.62
LexVec
WETCPW 0.37 0.57 0.79 0.80 0.65 0.64
WETCC 0.47 0.57 0.81 0.80 0.65 0.64
Table 2: NPMI and WETC correlation with human
gold standard (P: Pearson, S: Spearman)
From Table 2 we observed a minimal difference
between pair-wise and centroid based WETC in
general. Overall, GloVe appears to perform the
best across different types of corpora and its cor-
relation with human ratings is very comparable
to NPMI-based scores. Our NPMI calculation is
based on the Wikipedia corpus and should serve as
a fair comparison. In addition to the good correla-
tion exhibited by WETC, the evaluation of WETC
only involves matrix multiplications and summa-
tions and thus is fully differentiable and several
orders of magnitude faster than NPMI calculations.
WETC opens the door of incorporating topic coher-
ence as a training objective, which is the key idea
we will investigate in the subsequent sections. It
is worth mentioning that, for GloVe, the low di-
mensional embedding (50d) appears to perform al-
most equally well as high dimensional embedding
(300d). Therefore, we will use Glove-400k-50d in
all subsequent experiments.
While the WETC metric on its own might be of
interest to the topic modeling research community,
we leave the task of formally establishing it as a
standard metric in place of NPMI to future work.
In this work, we still use the widely accepted NPMI
as the objective topic coherence metric for model
comparisons.
